The Ordway’s 2018-2019 Season took us on a voyage around the world without having to leave the comfort of our theater seats. From the beaches of Greece in *Mamma Mia!* to Ireland by way of Cherish the Ladies, Scotland thanks to the Red Hot Chilli Pipers, China care of Golden Dragon Acrobats, and even the North Pole in *Elf The Musical*, we were all treated to a global celebration.

And thousands of schoolchildren from around Minnesota and Wisconsin were also transported to faraway places thanks to student matinee field trips. With ticket prices starting at $4 per student and bus reimbursement for all schools, the Ordway continues to be one of the most affordable field trip venues in the region. The study guides created for each School Performance and designed in accordance with Minnesota State Arts Standards allow teachers and students to extend the impact of the experience into their classrooms.

It is because of your generous support through ticket sales and donations that the Ordway is able to continue to produce and present a wide array of entertaining and educational programming. You are key to the magic that audiences of all ages experience when they attend Ordway events and performances. Thank you!

We look forward to sharing even more fantastic and imaginative productions with you in future seasons.

Sincerely,

Bill Parker
Ordway Board Chair
CONCERTS AND COMEDY
(22 PERFORMANCES)
Adam Pascal & Anthony Rapp: Acoustically Speaking
Alice Cooper
Ann Hampton Callaway and Urban Knights
Boyz II Men
Classic Albums Live presents Fleetwood Mac’s Rumours
Classic Albums Live presents Queen’s Night at the Opera
Classic Albums Live presents The Beatles’ Abbey Road
Colin Mochrie & Brad Sherwood: The Scared Scriptless Tour
Dream Theater
Emmylou Harris
Gipsy Kings
Gladys Knight
Jane Lynch & Kate Flannery: Two Lost Souls
Maria Bamford
Martin Sexton
Maz Jobrani
Napoleon Dynamite: A Conversation with Jon Heder, Efren Ramirez, and Jon Gries
Omara Portuondo: Last Kiss/Ultimo Beso
Randy Bachman: Every Song Tells A Story
Red Hot Chilli Pipers
Ringo Starr And His All Starr Band
Whose Live Anyway?

MUSIC & MOVEMENT SERIES
SPONSORED BY TARGET
(11 PERFORMANCES)
Black Violin, presented by Minnesota Lottery
Cherish the Ladies
CONTRA-TIEMPO JoyUS JustUS
Jake Shimabukuro
Nachito Herrera: Afro-Latin Renaissance
Nobuntu
Rosy Simas Danse presents Weave
The Hip Hop Nutcracker with Guest MC Kurtis Blow, presented by Small Business Revolution Championed by Deluxe
TU Dance
We Shall Overcome — A Celebration of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.

FLINT HILLS FAMILY FESTIVAL
(14 INDOOR PERFORMANCES)
Golden Dragon Acrobats (also part of Family Series)
NOOMA, an opera for babies
Puppet State Theatre Company’s The Man Who Planted Trees
Secret Agent 23 Skidoo

FAMILY SERIES
(6 PERFORMANCES)
Air Play
Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood Live! King For A Day, presented by SPIRE Credit Union
Golden Dragon Acrobats (also part of Family Festival)

ARTS EDUCATION ACTIVITIES
SCHOOL MATINEE SERIES – 56 PERFORMANCES
Post-performance Talkbacks for students – 10
Artist Residency programs in schools – 3
Residency Kickoff performance – 1
Saint Paul Public Schools Honors Concert – 1

BROADWAY SERIES
SPONSORED BY BREMER BANK
(83 PERFORMANCES)
Dolly Parton’s Smoky Mountain Christmas Carol
Elf The Musical, sponsored by SPIRE Credit Union
The Lincoln Center Theater Production of Falsettos
Mamma Mia!, sponsored by Travelers
Monty Python’s Spamalot, sponsored by SPAM
Ordway Cabaret: A Brand New Day Part One – Breaking Barriers
Ordway Cabaret: A Brand New Day Part Two — Rise Up!
The Lightning Thief: The Percy Jackson Musical
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In November 2018, Dolly Parton herself stopped by the Ordway to share a sneak peek of her newest musical-in-the-making—*Dolly Parton’s Smoky Mountain Christmas Carol*. Featuring an all-new original score by Dolly, a cast of nine Twin Cities-based artists, and a live acoustic band, the concert-style presentation allowed audiences a first look at the Smoky Mountain spin on the Charles Dickens holiday classic.
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Ordway Cabaret

The Ordway Cabaret series debuted during the 2018-2019 Season. Created to provide a space for Twin Cities-based performers to celebrate and critique the musical theater genre, Ordway Cabaret also highlights the personal stories of those same artists.

“This was bold, it was inventive, it was necessary, and I absolutely loved it. Thank you, thank you, thank you.”

“Please keep doing these! This is so important and I have no doubt that this will change the community in so many amazing ways.”
Mamma Mia!

The Broadway at the Ordway 2018-2019 Season kicked off with Mamma Mia! The Ordway Original production was the first Twin Cities-produced version of the Broadway smash, which meant there was ample opportunity to celebrate the enormous breadth of artistic talent right here in Minnesota.

- 24 performances
- 3 possible dads
- 9 pit musicians
- 306 light cues
- 27 actors, 23 from the Twin Cities
- Work for 387 Minnesotans
- 30 crew members
- 33,000 audience members
- 8 minute standing ovation every night
- Millions of memories

Sponsored by TRAVELERS
Monty Python's *SPAMALOT*

Maria Bamford

Black Violin

Alice Cooper

Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood Live! *King For A Day*

Ringo Starr and His All-Starr Band

Sponsored by
Gladys Knight

Jake Shimabukuro

Emmylou Harris

Maz Jobrani

Boyz II Men

Red Hot Chilli Pipers

Elf The Musical
Arts Education

Over the course of the 2018-2019 Season, more than 60,000 schoolchildren participated in a wide array of arts education experiences. From school day matinee performances to customized study guides, students and teachers engaged with the arts in the classroom, at the Ordway, and beyond.

Major support for Arts Education at the Ordway provided by

Fred C. and Katherine B. Anderson Foundation
Ordway 2019 Spring Fête

COME ON ALONG AND LISTEN TO THE LULLABY OF BROADWAY

The 2019 Spring Fête transformed the Ordway to salute the glamour of New York City in the 1930s, inspired by the Ordway Original Production of 42nd Street.

The evening celebrated Fête Honorary Chairs Bill and Susan Sands for their extraordinary contributions to the social and cultural well-being of our community, and for their commitment through generous investments of time, wisdom, and contributions to countless organizations.

And proceeds of over $560,000 supported the Ordway’s arts education programs and the Arts Partnership Fund, which provides critical support to maintain the facility and offer greater access for the community to experience the performing arts.

Photo: Dan Norman Photography
Flint Hills Family Festival

The 19th annual Flint Hills Family Festival featured acrobats, puppets, double-decker bicycles, and fun for all ages. More than 33,000 children and their families experienced performances from 480 artists representing 25 different countries and cultures.

Sponsor of the Flint Hills Family Festival

Photos: Laura Alpizar

Flint Hills resources
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PRESIDENT’S ADVISORY COUNCIL

William Sands, Chair
Ruth and John Bergerson
Andy Bessette
Alexandra O. Bjorklund
Judith Bond
Penny Bond and Chuck Grinsrud
Brian T. Brakke
Jeannie Buckner
Ellis Bullock
Ralf Cattanach
Mary Cheate
Senator Dick Cohen
James and Joan Gardner
Chris Georgacac
William D. Guillickson
Representative Alice Hausman
Ruth and John Huss
Jill Irvine Crow
Twinkie Irene
Mike and Kara Johnson
Lucy R. Jones and Jim Johnson
Maureen Kucera-Walsh
George Latimer
John B. Lunseth II
Rosa Miller
John and Marla Ordway
Dwight and Marge Peterson
David and Martha Sewall
Kris and Dick Schooker
Ted and Nancy Weyerhaeuser

COMMUNITY ADVISORS

Individuals committed to engagement, access, and audience development through involvement in Ordway-convened program councils, focus groups, and special initiatives.

Albert Walla
Alberto Justiniano
Alex Buffalohead
Alyssa Herzog Melby
Chantemaza (Neil McKay)
Chiaki O’Brien
Chris John
Chrstal Moore
Denise Nelson
Elizabeth Day
Elsa Perez
Ethan Neerdaels
Franklin Curbelo
Gordon Coons
Dr. Gwen Westerman
Heidi E. Erich
Janel Dickelman
Jill Boon
Jon Skanela
Julian Hines
July Vang
Kao Kalia Yang
Dr. Kate Beane
Kenna Cottman
Leah Nelson
Lori Delahunt
Lupa Castillo
Maia Maiden
Mandy Frederiksson
Maria Isa Perez
Mariesa Sun-Saenz
Marisol Cholena
Marlina Gonzalez
Mary Anne Quiroz
Nachlo Herrera
Nissa Ulven
Phylis Chatham
Rebekah Crisanta de Ybarra
Roosevelt Mansfield
Sayouska Vongsay
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Sharon Day
Sherine Oukarrouw
Stacy Shambrot
Stephanie Hubbard
Tillayo Bediako
Tom Gitaa
Tran Thi Minh Phuoc
Wambuli Wapahna (Glen M. Wisicuna)

EDUCATION ADVISORS

Individuals committed to excellence in teaching and learning in the arts, demonstrated through their involvement in Ordway activities—project designed teams, focus groups, and program leads.

Asouka Addo
Jamie Andrews
Barbara Cox
Jolanda Dranchack
Craig Dunn
Brian Evans
Sarah Fieger
Thomas Gale
Bob Gregory-Bjorklund
Brian Goranson
Debra Hunt
Calvin Keasing
Ruth Kinder
Ben Lacina
Jill Michell
Crescence Nabil

Leah Nelson
Melanie Neumann
Karla Nweke
Chiaki O’Brien
Julie Ostlund
Lori Otto
Shannon Petersen
Jehan Rehayem
Nora Schull
Anthony Seidi
Jan Spencer de Gutierrez
Patricia Teefy
Brenda Wells
Liz Willson

Board of Directors as of June 2019
Community Partners

$250,000+

Fred C. and Katherine B. Andersen Foundation

Public support for the Ordway is provided by

This activity is made possible by the voters of Minnesota through a Minnesota State Arts Board Operating Support grant, thanks to a legislative appropriation from the arts and cultural heritage fund.

$100,000 – $249,999

BREMER BANK

3M

TARGET

TRAVELERS

$50,000 – $99,999

securian financial

ECOLAB

SPIRE

$25,000 – $49,999

US Bank

Sit Investment Associates

SIT Mutual Funds

Dragonfly Winery

Xcel Energy

Best Buy

Wells Fargo

MAIRS & POWER

Deluxe

Hugh J. Andersen Foundation
Leadership Circle

The Ordway is deeply grateful to the following individuals for their generous annual contributions of $1,500 or more in support of artistic, arts education and community engagement programs, and maintenance of the Ordway.

Sally’s Circle
($50,000+)

Allen and Carmen Arvig
Frederic R. Coudert Foundation
Thomas and Susan Handley
Ruth and John Huss
Marcia L. Morris
Gilman and Marge Ordway

Producer’s Circle
($25,000 – $49,999)

Ruth and John Bergerson
Alexandra O. Bjorklund
Jan Kispert
RC Lilly Family Foundation
Susanne and Zenas Hutcheson
Bruce A. Lilly
David and Diane Lilly
Perrin Lilly
Rosa Miller
Mary and Joel Nease
John and Marla Ordway
Bill and Anne Parker

Guarantor’s Circle
($10,000 – $24,999)

Anonymous
Bill Bluhm and Christine Sand
David and Mary Choate
William and Terry Dircks
Silas and Olivia Ford
Mr. and Mrs. William B. Frels
Jamie Grant and Christine Bird
Mark and Terri Henneman
Bill and Jane Johnson,
Noreen Charitable Trust
Ms. Lucy R. Jones and
Mr. Jim Johnson
Susan and Edwin McCarthy
Nicholson Brothers Fund of
The Saint Paul Foundation
David and Barbara Nicholson

Ford J. and Catherine T. Nicholson
Richard and Nancy Nicholson
Todd and Martha Nicholson
Richard and Nancy Nicholson
Nicholson Family Foundation
Ordway Staff
Beverly and Donald Oren
Peraivid Foundation
David and Diane Lilly
Dwight and Marjorie Peterson
Sandi Irvine-Pirtle and
Raymond Pirtle
Jeannine M. Rivet and
Warren G. Herreid II
Christine Sagstetter
William and Susan Sands
Mary Lynn and Warren Staley
The Scrooby Foundation
Dr. and Mrs. Paul L. Trump
Ted and Nancy Weyerhaeuser
Colleen and Brad Wood
Wilhelmina Wright and
Daniel Schmechel

Benefactor’s Circle
($5,000 – $9,999)

Anonymous
Margaret E. Alldredge
Scott and Kari Anderson
Robert and Diane Awsumb
Bakken Family WRC Foundation
Ravi and Rekha Balwada
George and Denise Bergquist
Geraldine and Eugene Berwald
Judith Bond
Penny Bond and Charles Grimsrud
Greg and Sally Booth
Brian T. Brakke
Priscilla Brewster
Amanda and Michael Brinkman
Gloria Chadima
John P. and Lynn M. Clifford
Julia W. Dayton
Michael Dougherty and Lucy Clark Dougherty
Steve and Traci Egly
Steven and Catherine Engle

Fishlove Family Foundation
Haim Fishlove (in memoriam)
Irving Fishlove (in memoriam)
Howard Fishlove (in memoriam)
Thomas Fishlove
William Fishlove
Max Fishlove
Mike and Therese Gahler
Patrick Garay-Heelan and
Erin Heelan
James and Joan Gardner
Rajiv Garg and Sangeeta Jain
William D. Gullickson, Jr.
Laura E. Halferty
Hallberg Family Foundation
Christopher and Ann Hilger
Jon R. and Beverly S. Holt
Stanley and Karen Hubbard
Twinks Irvine
Betty Wold Johnson
Mike and Kara Johnson,
Foothills Foundation
David and Laurel Kuplic
Eric and Celita Levinson
John B. Lunseth II
Steve and Kathi Mahle
Matt Majka/Minnesota Wild
Laura McCarten
Richard McCarthy, Jr.
Julie McKinley
Betty Myers
Phil and Cassy Ordway
Nushka Fund
Kimberly and Randy Randolph
Darwin and Geri Reedy
Dr. and Mrs. KJ Salchow, Jr.
Kit and Dick Schmoker
Tom and Jeanne Schnack
Dale Schulz and Mandy Sill
David and Martha Sewall
The Douglas and Carol Skanse Family Foundation
Craig Solem and Gregory Clark
Dan and Robin Stoltz
Rodney Wescott and
Ronda Wescott
Jennifer and James Wieland
John and Judy Wolak
Daniel Wrigley and
Emily Beckstrom
**Director’s Circle**  
($2,500 – $4,999)  
Anonymous  
The Allegro Fund  
of The Saint Paul Foundation  
Bill and Suanne Barthol  
Peter Berge  
Beth and Dennis Berry  
Patrick J. Bradley and  
Patty A. Carney-Bradley  
Tom and Karen Bramwell  
Jeannie Buckner  
Gerald and Diane Carlson  
Gretchen and David Crazy  
Jerry and Cathy Dock  
Charles and Barbara Donatelle  
Bruce Fuller and Lisa Schwartz  
Pat and Carol Goff  
Terry and Colleen Gorham  
Peggy Grieve  
Robert Hartmann and  
Denise Danisch  
Philip and Ludmilla Isaacson  
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Philip and Margaret Johnson  
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Todd and Renee Roach  
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Katherine and Allen Steinkopf  
Jon and Lea Theobald  
Jim and Georgia Thompson  
Karen Winter  
Ray Wolf  

**Artist’s Circle**  
($1,500 – $2,499)  
Anonymous (6)  
AI and Elizabeth Abraham  
Suzanne Ammerman  
Jeff and Betty Ansel  
Bruce and Martha Atwater  
Gay and Ronald Baukol  
Kay and Rick Bendel  
Keith Bryan and Lisa Becchetti  
Mark and Carrie Buechler  
William and Susan Buesing  
Dorothea Burns  
Ercin and Todd Bursch  
Dick and Danis Byrd  
David and Marianne Charbonneau  
Gary and Paula Christensen  
Wally Cisewski  
Greg and Tina Cronin  
Amy and John Crouch  
Ed and Jill Deppe  
Mike and Leah Dixon  
Dr. Mary Anne Ebert and  
Paul Stembler  
Greg and Terri Evans  
Jessica Fennell  
Marie French Geraghty  
David and Sharon Giel  
Robert and Mary Glineburg  
James and Marlene Grant  
Karen Gruber and Mark Fruen  
Paul and Kate Habegger  
In Memory of Gertrude Hartung  
Cheryl and Reid Hegland  
Mark and Jeanne Innebrichier  
Jill Irvine Crow  
Steven Kalin and Lisa Doty  
Brian and Sandy Kamin  
Ron and Bette Kassa  
Ivars and Gloria Kauls  
Scott and Ruth Kauls  
Tom and Mary Kingston  
Glen and Sally Klemp  
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Larsen Fund  
Mary and Barry Lazarus  
Ms. Sarah Legatt  
David and Janet Little  
Dr. Stephen Litton  
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Peter and Debbie Matteoni  
H. G. McNeely Jr.  
Mark McQuail  
Sara E. Messier  
Patricia A. Mitchell  
Diane Nixa and Kurt Hochfeld  
Larry and Linda Olson  
Marjorie M. Olson-Harmon  
Mr. C. Thomas Osthoff  
Gerald and Donna Peterson  
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Dean Polkow  
Portico Consulting, LLC  
Shelley Quiala and Tony Hanson  
Jean Cross Rostollan and  
David Rostollan  
Ed and Jenni Ryan  
David and Nancy Schrimp  
Rossy Shaller  
Terry and Leah Slye  
Clifford C. and Virginia G.  
Sorensen Charitable Trust  
Steve and Dee Wagner  
Jan and Bernie Wagnild  
Tammie Weinfurtnner  
Debra Woitas  
Jennifer Wolf  
Paul and Nancy Wood  
Gary Zywoitkoo
Ordway Friends
The Ordway gives special thanks to the Ordway Friends who help meet the Center’s annual financial needs with gifts of $60 to $1,499.

Partner
($500–$1,199)
Anonymous (4)
Brad and Janet Anderson
Renee Belanger
Marcy and Randy Betcher
Drew Britcher and Stephanie Fox
H. Brugger
Penny and Cecil Chally
Jeff and Barb Couture
Bill and Sue Davis
Dan Delaney
Ecolab Foundation
Jeff and LeeAnn Ettinger
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Patricia Freeburg
Beth and Curt Gray
Roger and Nancy Green
Andrew and Tina Grzeskowiak
Mark Haberman
Joe and Janet Hamernick
Gregg and Michele Hanson
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William T. Hession M.D. and Jane Anderson
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Jill Irvine Crow
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Brenda L. Johnson
Pete and Sarah Johnson
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Michael Marah
Christy Marten
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Moore Family Fund of the Minnesota Community Foundation
Richard and Deborah O’Gara
Mark R. Petersen
Lawrence Redmond
Karen and Gordon Reigstad
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James P. Richardson and Dorothy J. Horns
Marty and Janet Schneider
Paul Schumann
Carol and Rick Seaberg
Gary and Linda Shelton
Sharon & Jim Smith
Richard and Lynne Weber
John and Annette Whaley
Holly and Paul Wick
Bobbi & Morrie Wilf, Curves of Hopkins/St. Louis Park
James and Jane Wiltz
Kathy and Jim Zerwas

Advocate
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Anonymous (7)
Shreyasee Amin
Kay and Ronald Bach
Edwin Baehler
Nicholas and Karen Basil
Dr. & Mrs. Earl C. Benson
Larry and Mary Bergin
Bruce Beutel
Vaughn and Joan Bodelson
Marlene Borman
Gail and Steve Brand
Pam Brown
Conrad and Faye Buhr
Jonathan and Shanya Carter
Doug and Annie Cooley
Eleanor Crosby
Dennis and Christine Davis
Thayer Davis and Tressa Davis
Annie Deering
Dave and Nancy Duren
Bruce Evans
Bill Foussard
Bill and Joan Frank
Jamie Grant and Christine Bird
Robert and Judy Gunnon
David and Mary Kay Herr
Lisa Higgs and Toby Kohler
Libby and Ed Hiavka
Hayden Howland

John and Patty Hren-Rowan
Kevin and Linda Janni
Kimberly Kane
Jodi Kimble Ore
Michael Klingensmith and Ruth Shields
Stephen and Mary Kodluboy
Kathleen Lander
Joe Landsberger
Michael L Leighton
Margaret Longlet
Andy Luft
Virginia Magnuson
Robert and Aimee Mairs
Dayna Martinez
Alfred P. and Ann M. Moore
Gordon Nakagawa
Michael and Deb Newman
David Ophoven
JoAnne Pastel
Diane Pozdolski
Bradley and Linda Quarderer
Larry and Barb Rivers
Rodney Rowe
William Burton and Mary Sagstetter
Kathryn Sherwood
Mike and Cindy Smith
Toya Stewart Downey
Barbara Stille
Ms. Alisa Subialka
Daniel and Jennifer Tenenbaum
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Thames
Arlan & Virginia Tietel
Donald Toivola
Mary Fran Tracy
Char Ulstad
Paul and Bette Vandersteen
Richard Vogel and Patricia Slaber
Bonnie Wakefield
Mary Ann Wark
Michael and Barbara Wigley
Jackie Lantry and Pete Yelle
Gary and Cary Zahrbock
Steven and Susan Zimmerman
Associate
($120–$249)
Anonymous (14)
Elwood Anderson
Juel Anderson
Ann & Mark Anderson
Dr. Howard J Ansel
Richard Arend
Bob and Gail Barsness
Mark Bayuk
Donald and Keri Beck
Larry Beckel
Colleen and Dwayne* Bents
Nancy and John Berg
Scott Bergemann and Faith Bergemann
Dawn Blattner
Marilyn and Curt Bloemendaal
Leon and Judy Bloomfield
Chris and Rita Brandt
James A. Brockberg
Vernon Cardwell
Linda and George Carroll
Celeste Carty
Carole Casey
Dan and Sheri Cassens
Mary Neil Clemens
Bob Tomasik and Tammy Cohen
Teri Cuddy
Terry and Kathy Cummings
Dennis Damico
Jon and Julie Danskin
Mr. Richard Davis
Patrick and Patricia Day
Anthony and Nina DiAngelis
Alice Dickinson
Margaret Dietz
Loralee DiLorenzo
Linda Dinan
Kathi Donnelly-Cohen
Bruce Dumke
Kelly Eberley
Louise Fawcett
George Ferguson
James and Karen Forman
Elizabeth French
Leland and Beverly Gehrke
Gregory Geist
James and Teddy Gesell
Jerry Gorton
Tom and Jaci Guglielmi
Sally Hammes
George C. and Christina Hart
John and Jean Hedberg
Joanne and Scott Hines
David Ihle
Mary Jacobs
Mark and Stacey Jansa
D. Jensen
Vickie M. Johnson
Donald A. Kaiser
Mark G. & Deborah J. Katsaros
Dr. Thomas E. Kelly
k. khilman
Starr J. Kirklin and Mary G. Marso
Ms. Mavis Klemmensen
Harold A. Kopy
Dawn Kvaas
Margot Lair
Marilgren Langrehr
Timothy Lindblad
Nathan Malek
John Matta
Jim and Liane Mattson
Gail Maxe
Elizabeth A. McCarthy
Cathy Mears
Jerry Meigs
Nancy Middleton
Micah and Eleanor Minnema
Deborah Montgomery and Robert Montgomery
Dr. Nisrine Nakib
LeMar Nelson
Scott Nordeen
Gene and Kathy Norquist
Wendy Nove
Charlotte Nudell
Ben and Rita Olk
David and Carole Orton
Kenneth Palmer, MD
Jerry Patten and Peggy Van Sickle
Jeffrey Payne
Neil and Linda Perkins
Doug and Barb Peterson
Christine Phelps
John and Kimberly Pilarski
Angela Racine
Gyles Randall
Patricia Rogin
Roxanne Sands
Tommy Sar
Tom Schaefer
Janet Schnobrich
Mr. John Simon and Ms. Mary Simon
David Simpson
Alex T Sirko
Jarrett and Beth Smeby
Janet Buetow Smith
Lori Smith
Thorlief and Susan Stangebye
David Wettergren and Gretchen Stein Wettergren
Donald Steinke
William and Kathy Sullivan
Steven Swanson
Maryann Swayze
Dr. Valerie M. Swenson
Joan and Paul Thomas
Patrick and Helen Tinucci
Tracy and Nathan McCauley
Laurie Tremain
Kasey Jean Tunell
Ms. Stacie Usem
David and Nancy Whitney
Claudia and Don Wiebold
C Neil and Julie M Williams
Joan Williams
M. Wycoff

Luminaria Society
Luminaria Society is a distinguished group of individuals who have included the Ordway in their estate plans to ensure that future generations experience the joy of the performing arts.
Anonymous (2)
Bruce and Arline Beutel
Bill Bluhm and Christine Sand
Penny Bond and
Charles Grimsrud
Brian T. Brakke
Dan and Jane Fesler
Victoria and William Fuehrer
Rajiv Garg and Sangeeta Jain
Michelle Hackett
Mark and Terri Henneman
Eileen Kalow
Joan M. Krogh
Gailen Krug
Maureen Kucera-Walsh
Kay Kulp
Alice Lehman
Kevin McCollum
Rosa Miller
Patricia A. Mitchell
Gregory Posch and
Diane Nagel
Dale Schulz and Mandy Sill
Jennifer Wolf
Financials

Operating Revenue
$20,989,200

- Ticket Sales and Rental Income: 64.9%
- Endowment draws supporting operations — including 3rd party endowments: 7.9%
- Contributed: 24.4%
- Hospitality: 2.5%
- Other: 0.4%

Operational Expenses
$20,064,100

- Broadway: 38.9%
- Facility Operations: 19.1%
- Arts Partners Programs: 6.8%
- Education and Community Engagement: 10.7%
- Arts Partners Programs: 6.8%
- Management and General: 10.1%
- Hospitality: 2.5%
- Other: 0.4%

Contributions
$6,123,300

- Individuals: 27.7%
- Government: 13.6%
- Endowment draws supporting operations — including 3rd party endowments: 7.9%
- Corporate: 26.6%
- Foundation: 6.7%
- Individuals: 27.7%
- Arts Partnership Annual Fund: 2%
- Fundraising Event: 6.8%
- Management and General: 10.1%